
Faq’s 
When I request TA it says that it will not cover the cost of the class. Why? There are several 

different reasons this could happen. The most likely reason is because you are requesting a 

class that is outside of your degree plan meaning that it is not a class you really need to 

complete your requirements. Another reason could be that you have already taken the class 

and the army will not pay for a class 2 times under any circumstances. If you failed a class and 

you are retaking it you will need to select student funded when you are selecting the class.  

When I request TA it says that it will not cover all of the class why is that? Not all courses are 

the same price. Upper Level courses and Main Campus courses are more expensive. GoArmyEd 

only covers 250.00 per credit hour. Any cost over that will be the responsibility of the solider to 

pay. 

I cannot find a class in GAE? Why? There could be several reasons for this. The first and most 

obvious reason is that the class has not actually been loaded into the portal. If this is the case 

then you need to contact your GAE point of contact so they can upload the class. The other 

possibility is how you are searching for the class is causing a problem. Depending on the dates 

that can also cause issues for you. If you have access to this document you also have access to 

the How to Request TA document as well. We would encourage you to review it carefully and if 

you are still not having any luck contact your schools GAE rep.   

When will my TA be posted to my account? This is a two-step process. Once you have 

requested TA we get notification of that the following business day. If your request goes 

through then the following day TA will be posted to your account. TA doesn’t actually get paid 

to us until you have been through 19 percent of the class. But we apply it to your account as 

though it has been paid the following business day after you have been successfully enrolled on 

the APSU side. 

I’m registered for a class in GAE but not in APSU. Why is that? It is very important to 

remember that when you register for a class in GAE you are requesting that you be registered 

into that class in APSU. It does not guarantee registration. If you are using your GAE account to 

get the most up to date information you are making a mistake. You should always use your GAE 

to request classes and your OneStop to get the most accurate up to date class information. i.e. 

how many spots remain in a class and information such as that.  

When I try to request TA it says my college has not accepted me? What do I do? This is not 

something you can fix. This means you have recently changed your major or are brand new to 



the university and your GAE point of contact needs to go into the system and accept you. Your 

next step is to contact your GAE point of Contact. Either by email or phone.  

How can I get a better understanding of what classes are open and what classes still have 

seats when I try to register? You need to pull all your accurate information through your APSU 

OneStop. The GAE portal is a means to retrieve your TA and it only reflects the information that 

it has accumulated through GAE registrations. It does not keep an accurate enrollment count. 

Trying to do it apart from using your OneStop can cause a lot frustration.  

If I need to be in a class but its full what can I do? You can request a permit through the 

department of the class you are attempting to enroll in. You will need to contact them and 

discuss with them what you need to do to request a permit to get into a class that is full. If they 

grant the permit you will need to contact your GAE point of Contact and let them know and 

they will take care of the rest. If they deny your request you will need to drop your class in GAE 

and chose a different class or the same class with a different section.  

There is a hold on my account because of something called a SOCAD agreement? What is that 

and how do I fix it? Your Socad Agreement is your degree plan that we load onto GAE for you 

to ensure that your classes get approved for payment. This is GAE’s way of making sure that 

you are only taking the classes that fit inside your degree plan. They do not cover classes that 

are outside of that degree plan. Once you have taken 6 hours with your homeschool the system 

will prompt us to create your Socad and we will upload it to your efile.  

There is a hold on my account for something called a SOU or a statement of understanding. 

What do I do? This is your Statement of Understanding that you have to upload to your GAE 

account every year. This has to be signed by you and your Commanding Officer. You can print 

this out by going to your reference documents. Once you have printed it out you can then fill it 

out and scan it and upload it to you GAE account.  

When I try to log into my OneStop it tells me that I have a hold on my APSU account. Why is 

that? Because of the mandates that GAE places on the schools we have to make sure that you 

are using GAE as your primary path for registering for classes. So because of that we place a 

GAE hold on your account so you can only register for your classes by requesting TA. You can 

still get accurate class information on your APSU OneStop. 

How do I confirm my classes when using GAE? If you are using GAE then you don’t have to 

confirm your classes the traditional way. That is a process that we take care of on the APSU 

side. Once you are registered for your class we then confirm you for the payment. 

How will I be billed if I am using TA to pay for part of a class but not all? In some situations 

your class will be more expensive than the amount TA is willing to cover. In these situations you 



will be billed for the extra amount. You will have the remainder of the semester to pay for it. If 

you do not pay for it a hold will be placed on your account and you will not be able to register 

for further classes until that hold is resolved.  

My GAE says I am taking trying to take too many classes and I need an override? What do I 

do? GAE does put a limit on how many classes you can take at one time. They do make 

exceptions but these Overrides can only be put into the GAE system by an ACES counselor or by 

contacting the GAE helpdesk.  

Classes started a few days ago and I still would like to take a class but I can’t find it in GAE. 

What do I do? You will need to contact your GAE point of contact and let them know what class 

you need to Request and they can reopen the class for you. If the class has already started then 

you will need to complete a Late Add form for the university before you will be able to be 

placed in the class. 


